FLIR A6700sc
Affordable Speed, Accuracy & Performance.

The FLIR A6700sc brings the performance and accuracy of cooled, high-speed InSb thermal imaging together in an affordable package.

Perfect for electronics inspections, medical thermography, manufacturing monitoring, non-destructive testing, and other specialized uses, the A6700sc lets you reliably capture and measure high-speed thermal events.

**THE A6700SC GIVES YOU:**
- EXCELLENT IMAGE QUALITY – 640 X 512 PIXELS
- HIGH SENSITIVITY – <20 MK
- HIGH-SPEED IMAGE ACQUISITION – UP TO 480 HZ
- SYNCHRONIZATION WITH OTHER INSTRUMENTS
- WIDE CHOICE OF OPTICS, EXTENDER RINGS
- VERY LOW NOISE, CRYOGENICALLY COOLED INSB DETECTOR

Visit www.flir.com/A6700sc today to learn how affordable high-performance thermal imaging can be.
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